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Great Vibes and Better Blend: Diversions A Cappella at Mount Holyoke College 

 

I. Becoming a Div 

In January 2014, my second semester attending Mount Holyoke College, I auditioned for 

only one a cappella group. It was not my choice--I was jaded and apathetic about most things at 

that time--and I had strong encouragement. When I was chosen to be in the group, I could not 

believe they had chosen me; I was not excited. Instead, I was stupefied. I had done absolutely 

nothing to deserve this, I thought. It was a fluke. I didn’t care enough about myself (or much of 

anything) to accept that I might have been chosen on personal merit and skill. 

Being in Diversions A Cappella (or the Diversions, or the Divs) has fundamentally 

changed me. Everyone who goes into the Divs comes out somebody new, especially for those of 

us whose roles in the group are more present in our lives. For the first time in my life, I might be 

a team player. That speaks a great deal for the tone of the group--one where good blend, 

community involvement, and having fun always take priority. 
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II. History 

Diversions A Cappella was founded in 2003 as an alternative to the other groups on 

campus. That “alternative” affiliation came along musically and subculturally too--emerging out 

of a riot grrl, alternative rock, emo/punk scene in the Pioneer Valley. Some vestiges of this 

original inclination still remain: the Divs wear plaid to many public performances and we 

describe our musical repertoire as one “dark and stormy”. 

III. Group Structure 

The group ranges anywhere from 10 to 16 members a given semester. This past semester, 

Spring 2016, was at about peak capacity: we had 15. Of those, two are directors, nominated and 

elected by the group in the spring of the school year before their directorship. In order to receive 

a nomination, a Div must have been in the group at least three semesters, must be staying on 

campus (that is, not studying abroad) for the duration of their term, and must have been 

nominated by at least two people. Nominations are made anonymously via e-mail to one of the 

directors, unless a director is eligible for renomination, in which case the nominations are sent to 

an outside affiliated party, like an alumna. Divs are also allowed to self-nominate, but this is not 

an encouraged practice by the group. Though the nomination is anonymous even in cases of 

self-nomination, the narcissism and self-importance affiliated with it raises a question of why it 

is allowed other than to show interest in obtaining the position.  

The day of director choosing, the nominees prepare speeches for the group or may choose 

to opt out of the directorship. After the speeches, there is a question-and-answer period before 

the nominees leave the room for an indefinite amount of time while the rest of the group decides 
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on the fate of the group. The final decision must be voted on unanimously--the only instance 

where votes must be unanimous in order to have power, aside from initial auditions of new 

members into the group. Otherwise votes are set to three-quarters of the group. 

The discussion process is long and laborious, and requires picking apart every facet of the 

individuals up for the position in an attempt to gauge not only if they could be a successful 

director, but if we believe they would work fluidly and productively alongside the other director. 

The conversation is deeply personal. 

Other positions within the group are voluntary, like treasurer and business manager. For 

both managerial and bureaucratic reasons these positions are necessary--while the Divs is first 

and foremost a musical group, it is still a college organization.  

Recently, in preparation for events, committees have been organized with particular tasks 

such as publicity and flyering, making decorations, and coordinating with technical assistants 

before and during performances. Involvement in these committees is voluntary, but there is 

group pressure toward participating. This past semester, almost every Div met in the South 

Creighton kitchenette to work on decorations the night before our final performance. 

IV. Auditions 

Auditions happen at the beginning of every semester, the weekend after the first week of 

classes and are held in the sunroom of a dorm on campus. We recruit with a poster and sign-up 

sheet hung in Blanchard Campus Center for the week leading to auditions. The Friday night of 

that week, in Chapin Auditorium, we perform alongside all the other campus a cappella groups at 
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either O-Jam (Orientation Jam) in the fall or Icecappella in the spring. After we sing a 

fifteen-to-twenty minute set, with four of the songs we deem strongest in our repertoire, we go to 

the lobby to recruit audience members as they exit the building.  

Saturday morning we meet at the sunroom of North Rockefeller Hall (North Rockies) in 

preparation for a full day of auditions. We show up thirty-to-forty-five minutes before the first 

audition in order to set up, which might be around 8:30. Someone with a car makes a “Dunkin’ 

Run” to Dunkin’ Donuts and picks up a few cases of coffee and munchkins (donut holes) for the 

group. Together we rearrange the sunroom so that the piano from the common room is in the far 

corner, there’s an open space for the auditioner to stand before us all, and our chairs and couches 

are arranged around the windowed walls in an arc.  

Before auditioners enter the sunroom, they fill out a brief sheet of paper describing their 

musical experience, interest in beatboxing, vocal part, and what superhero power they would 

have if they could. The superhero power question is supposed to lighten the mood of the 

audition, and it often works. One of the directors reads the slip aloud and then the group comes 

up with a fun question for us all to answer about ourselves. “What question should we ask next 

time, guys?” Every year the question “what fruit would you be?” comes up. I always say 

pineapple. The short question-and-answer icebreaker helps the auditioner feel more at ease and 

lets them see how the Divs interact with each other outside of the strictly formal audition 

context. Establishing the “good vibe” atmosphere of the group straightaway is important to 

maintaining that atmosphere over the course of the semester. 

After we introduce ourselves, the auditioner sings a prepared verse and chorus of their 
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choosing, then they are “summoned” to the piano, where a Div proficient in playing piano will 

do warm-ups and warm-downs with them to gauge their vocal range. Afterward another Div will 

teach them a short middle part to a song no longer in our repertoire, “Free Fallin’”, which they 

sing together with the Div that taught them, a bass part, and a high part. The other Div on the 

middle part will drop out the second time through. Everyone else takes note of the singer’s blend 

and how well they learned the part in the time given to them. 

Depending on the semester and the weather, we might hold fifty auditions over the course 

of the day before we make final decisions. On auditions day Fall 2015, for instance, we did not 

break for dinner until 8pm. The final decisions we make on Saturday are not definitive--we are 

looking for voices to call back on Sunday. Our criteria are thus fairly broad: we look for 

blendability, pitch-matching, and general vocal skill, but are not overly nitpicky about who is 

given a callback or why, as long as we can agree on their general ability. Seldom is this 

discussion terribly personal. Depending on the semester, we might call back anywhere from 5 to 

15 auditioners, who we alert with an e-mail the night of decisions being made. 

On Sunday we gather once again fairly early to make name-tags for the people at 

callbacks. When they arrive, we sit in an arc and introduce ourselves with another icebreaker 

question: “If you could go on a date with any celebrity, who would it be?” Afterwards we sing 

one of the songs from our repertoire, “Whetstones”, for them, as they will later on in the 

call-back learn a verse and a chorus part for the song according to their vocal preference. Before 

we split up and teach the parts, we gather around the piano to do warm-ups, warm-downs, and a 

“perk-circ”.  
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A Div who has experience perking will begin the perk-circ with some sort of rhythm. 

Then the Div next to them will add on with another rhythm. Slowly every member of the circle 

will add their own perk--even auditioners--until the sound returns to the original perker, who will 

drop out, and gradually the rest of the circle will finish perking. 

After the perk-circ we split according to parts, which we teach orally and by memory to 

the auditioners. During the teaching of parts, some members of the Divs will go around and 

collect auditioners to test their ability to come up with harmonies on the spot to the chorus of 

“Banana Boat Song (Day-O)”. Eventually we regroup and auditioners will stand, initially, with a 

Div on their same part, as well as the other two parts, and sing through the verse and chorus that 

they learned. Eventually, the other Div will drop out, and various parts and people (Divs and 

non-Divs, both) will mix as Divs in the audience take notes on blend and how well the parts were 

learned by auditioners. 

Divs gather in the sunroom again and listen to individual solo auditions from all who 

were at call-backs, with their prepared solos from Divs songs. When I went to call-backs, nearly 

everyone who auditioned, including myself, sang “Back to Black”. 

The deliberation period after call-backs is much more personal and intense than after a 

regular day of auditions. Seldom are Divs in a good mood afterward. Even so, at 7:30 we begin 

to collect and “sing-in” those we have decided to accept into the group. We go to their dorm 

rooms and propose to them with ring pops while singing our special sing-in song: 

Great job at callbacks today 
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You really blew us away 

So consider this a win 

‘Cause Diversions say you’re in 

After being sung-into the group, prospective “Baby Divs” have a week to decide if they 

would like to join the Diversions or any other groups they might have been accepted into. 

V. Rehearsals 

Rehearsals are held in the North Mandelles common room seven hours a week--usually 

three hours on Sunday and two hours twice on weekdays. Every rehearsal begins with 

fifteen-to-thirty minutes of conversation and business discussion both to settle into rehearsal 

socially and to organize ourselves for events and activities upcoming. After the conversation dies 

down a bit, one or both of the directors will get up from the couches and will go to the piano. 

Everyone slowly gathers around the piano in a circle and we begin warm-ups and warm-downs. 

We do two of each, and then we begin to run songs or teach songs depending on how far we are 

into the semester. At the beginning of the semester and when we are just learning songs for the 

first time, we stand in a circle. Blend is always best when we are in the circle, as we can really 

hear each other the best in that formation. Toward the end of the semester, however, we 

transition into an arc in preparation for onstage performance. On days we audition solos, we go 

through the verse and chorus of the solo being auditioned as a group and then individually will 

perform it without background accompaniment. At least three people have to audition for every 

solo. Afterward, the auditioners write down their personal votes and commentary on other voices 
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and leave the room. Inside the common room, we will deliberate for anywhere from twenty 

minutes to an hour until we can achieve a three-quarters vote on the solo voice according to 

things like tone, range, blendability, stage presence, and so on. At 9:30 we always break for 

m&cs, a Mount Holyoke tradition where cookies and milk are left out for students to eat. We 

take maybe a fifteen minute snack break and then return to business as usual. 

VI. Performances 

All a cappella performances are called “jams”. Every semester we have a final themed 

jam in the Blanchard Great Room and might have a mini-jam in a dorm common room, or we 

might perform for various guest groups at their colleges. At Mount Holyoke we perform in 

Chapin Auditorium at O-Jam, Icecappella, and this year--in drag--at Acafella. We have also done 

fundraising by singing on the streets of Northampton, New York, and Portsmouth, and have been 

invited to a number of festivals and off-campus performances, as well as to sing for the Board of 

Trustees and the president of the college. Our performances are organized almost entirely 

through e-mail, but we have made friendships with members of various other groups and 

interested organizations that help to keep us performing throughout the semester. 

At jams, every set starts and ends with a high-energy, solid blend crowdpleaser, with 

slower songs in the middle. Beginning with a song with noteworthy energy and a solid 

background sets the tone for the rest of the performance, and the final song leaves an impression 

on the audience going out of the quality of our energy and our “good vibes” as a group. The set 

is secondarily arranged according to who perks and solos which songs--it is difficult to sing a 

solo directly after perking or to perk multiple songs in a row, so we try to give respite to those 
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individuals affected according to the setlist. 

VII. Teaching Parts 

All Divs parts are taught orally by senior members to the “Baby Divs”, as the new 

members of the group are called. We begin by gathering in a circle and singing through the full 

song before assigning parts to Baby Divs according to which parts need more voices. We split 

into groups after our assignments have been made. Some older Divs will teach the song 

completely orally and from memory, while others will teach it from the piano. I always pull up a 

YouTube video and sing along with it because I find it more expedient. After everyone has 

gained some comfort with their parts, we regroup and sing the song through a few times in a 

circle, recording the part with the rest of the group onto the Baby Div’s phone for later listening. 

VIII. Song Choosing 

At the beginning of the semester, each Div “brings in” two songs to play for the group 

that they believe would make for a good a cappella arrangement. We go around in a circle and 

play our two song proposals for the group, with the goal in mind for only a verse and a chorus 

for expediency. Generally, though, we play most if not all of the song for the group. We vote on 

our top fifteen-or-so choices and slowly narrow down our favorite options until we arrive at 4 or 

5. From there on we discuss until we can achieve a three-quarters vote for 2 or 3 of those 4 or 5 

options.  

We consider the ease with which an arrangement could be made as well as the tone and 

mood of the song. Because much of our repertoire is “dark and stormy”, we try to find ways to 
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maintain that level of energy at the same time as we branch out from it. One recent exploration 

has been into more background parts with words--this semester we added two into the repertoire, 

“Crab Bucket” and “If I Ever Fall In Love”, which both combine walking bass with lyrics related 

to the solo. 

When arranging songs, the person who “brought in” the original pitch for a song will take 

charge in its arrangement and ask for help as needed. We listen to the original and record parts 

on GarageBand according to what syllables seem most accurate to the instrumental sounds from 

the original recording. Often a recording requires many voices of many different ranges to come 

together--arranging Divs songs thus takes on a group aspect and effort. 

VI. Song Structure 

Diversions songs are generally sectioned into three main parts with some internal 

variation. There are high parts, middle parts (which subdivides into high middle, middle, and low 

middle), and low parts (which divide into low and bass parts). There is also a solo--which is 

auditioned--and perk/perc (also called vocal percussion or beatboxing). The non-solo parts 

(called the “background”) are filled according to which parts need members more, either for 

volume or blend purposes. 

IX. Syllabic structure 

The syllables of the Diversions’ a cappella parts have both a phonological expression and 

phonetic expression. In order to blend properly, every Div must have some underlying awareness 

of the differences between these forms for every song. The phonological expression is what is 
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anticipated and spoken about by the group, while the phonetic realization is the actual production 

of the syllables as they appear in certain songs. Instruments that are being imitated orally are 

frequently expressed through the same syllables. Some of these phonetic-phonological 

differences are shown in the following data. 

(1) /dum/ 

(a) [d̪um] in [d̪um.d̪um.da.d̪um.d̪um] - “Riptide” all parts, strumming ukulele 

(a) [duũm] and [dm] in [duũm.dm.dm] - “Bravado” all parts, bell-tone 

(b) [dʊm] in [da.dʊm] - “If I Had a Boat” middle and bass, “like moving waves” 

(c) [dʊm] in [dʊm.dʊm.dʊm.dʊm.dʊm.da.dʊm.dʊm.dʊm] - “Moondance” walking 

bass 

(2) /dɪm/ 

(a) [dɪm] in [dɪm.dɪm.do.dɪnɪmɪno] - “Zombie” verse 

(b) [d̪ɪm] in [d̪ɪm.d̪ɪm.d̪ɪm.d̪ɪm] - “Back to Black” piano chords 

(3) /bæw/  

(a) [bæw] - “Zombie” and “If You Could Only See” electric guitar power chord 

(b) [bɔu] in [bɔu.bɔu.bada.dɔudədɔu.ba:da:] - “Parachute”  

(4) /wo/ 
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(a) [wao.wao.wao] - “Don’t Speak” introduction, all parts 

(5) /dʌ̃n/ 

(a) [dʌ̃n.dʌ̃n.dʌ̃n] - “Back to Black” piano chords, high part 

(6) /na/ 

(a) [nə] - “Both Hands” special high part  

(7) /du/ 

(a) [d̪u] in [d̪u.d̪u.d̪u.d̪u] - “Riptide” bridge 

(b) [du.du:.rʊ.də.du.du] - “Moodance” walking bass bridge 

(c) [dim.dim.do.du] - “Zombie” bridge 

(8) /da/ 

(a) [dɔ] - “Riptide” all parts 

(9) /o/ and /u/ 

(a) [aʊ] - “Zombie” chorus 

(b) [ʔu] - “Take To Me Church” verse 

(11) /bum/ 

(a) [bum.ba.dum.pa] - “Settle Down” chorus, walking bass 

(b) [boum.boum.boum.ba] - “Settle Down” bridge, bass 
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(12) /ʃ/ 

(a) [ʃ̩p] in [hold.ma.ʃ̩p] - “Bottom of the River”, some bass and middle parts 

IX. Future of the Divs 

The focus of the Divs has already changed tremendously since when I first entered the 

group. We audition solos now for better sound and better blend instead of in a merit-based 

system. While we used to have conversations about “maybe it’s time for her to have a solo”, we 

choose very strategically who gets a solo based on their vocal qualities and what they “bring to” 

the song. Blend and stage presence too have taken a much larger role in the group, which comes 

at times at the expense of those “good vibes” we treasure so dearly. The musical parts have 

changed in focus too--our current arrangements seek to sound as much like the original songs 

they are based off of as possible. When arranging, we prioritize figuring out how to answer the 

question “How do I make a sound with my mouth that sounds like a ukulele, or an electric 

guitar?” 

The foci of the group will continue to change--and coming up soon, this change will be 

very rapid. Of the 15 current members, 5 are graduating this spring, one is studying abroad next 

semester, and another is projected to graduate in December. This change in size--of losing 

one-third of the Divs population--is going to necessitate and with certainty will produce great 

change. It is unclear what kind of group the Diversions will be in the coming year, but it is 

certain that it will be exciting, whatever happens. 
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